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Plasma Oscillation

Harmonic oscillation of a solid-like electron block 
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Harmonic oscillation of a solid-like electron block 
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Plasma Oscillation as a Potential Radiator  

• Readily tunable by changing the plasma density
• Can cover an extremely broad spectral range from microwave to XUV
• Well-collimated radiation: just a dipole radiation
• High spatial coherence: no angular-dependence of the spectrum
• Monochromatic: high temporal coherence

Oscillating Electrons will Emit Radiation

Advantages as a Radiation Source

In the astrophysical context,
• Plasma oscillation is the major origin of coherent radio-bursts from solar c

orona. 
• Plasma oscillation (actually Langmuir wave) is generated by electron beam 

accelerated from magnetic reconnection or shock near the surface of the 
Sun.
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5600 K in average 

104 K in average
~ 2000 km
Mostly H, some He
n=1017 ~ 1011 cm-3

~ 300 km
Rapid rise of T to 106 K
Rapid drop of density

*Temperature rising in transition region and corona is still not fully understood. 

Layers above the Solar Surface
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5600 K in average 

~ 300 km
Rapid rise of T to 106 K
Rapid drop of density

Radiation Bursts from Sun

G.A. Dulk, ARA & A 23, 169 (1985).
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5600 K in average 

~ 300 km
Rapid rise of T to 106 K
Rapid drop of density

Coherent Radiation Burst from Sun

H.A. Reid & H. Ratcliffe, Res. Astronomy & Astrophys. 14, 773 (2014).

Type III Radio Bursts

• Lasts several tens of minutes.
• Fast frequency drift.
• Originates from the solar Corona.
• Generated by e-beam-driven 

Langmuir wave (plasma wave).  
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5600 K in average 

104 K in average
~ 2000 km
Mostly H, some He
n=1017 ~ 1011 cm-3

Gurnett, et al., Plasma oscillations and the emissivity of type III radio bursts, Radio Physics of the Sun
by Kundu and Gergely, p. 369-379, 1980

Coherent Radiation Burst from Sun

Frequency Drift of Type III
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5600 K in average 

104 K in average
~ 2000 km
Mostly H, some He
n=1017 ~ 1011 cm-3

~ 300 km
Rapid rise of T to 106 K
Rapid drop of density

Coherent Radiation Burst from Sun

H. Ratcliffe, Doctoral Thesis, and also in arXiv:1307.1321v 

Narrowband Spikes in Type III

Narrowband Spikes

• Lasts just for a few 
seconds.

• Narrowband spectrum.
• Not fully explained yet.
• Should be originating from 

a very limited region in 
the corona.

• The PDO can be relevant.
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5600 K in average 

104 K in average
~ 2000 km
Mostly H, some He
n=1017 ~ 1011 cm-3

~ 300 km
Rapid rise of T to 106 K
Rapid drop of density

Electron Beams and the Plasma Wave

D.B. Melrose, 2009, in IAU Symposium, Vol. 257, IAU Symposium, 
ed. N. Gopalswamy & D. F. Webb, 305–315

Electron beams are accelerated from flares or shocks
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Does Plasma Oscillation really Radiate?  

However,

• Radiation from the plasma oscillation is a controversial issue, at lea
st in laboratory plasmas.

• The controversy is partially due to the fact that 

Mostly the plasma oscillation exists as a part of plasma waves!
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Plasma Wave

Plasma Oscillations exist as parts of a Plasma Wave
(Langmuir Wave) 

Plasma Wave

Electron beam or
Laser pulse

Plasma Wake Wave

Ship Kelvin Wake
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Plasma Wave

Stream Instability of an Electron Beam generates a Lang
muir Wave 

S.Y. Ha et al., J. Math. Phys. 2011 Wikipedia – Two-stream instability
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Non-Radiating Homogeneous Plasma Wave

No crossing of dispersion curves except at k=0, where vg=0.

k

w

Langmuir wave (plasma wave)

Electromagnetic 
wave

Note: resonant energy exchange between two wave modes occurs when their (k,w)’
s are identical. 
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Non-Radiating Homogeneous Plasma Wave
Other Arguments of non-radiating plasma wave 
• The electric field of a plasma wave driven by laser is curl-free (V. Tikhonchuk, PRL‘02, PRE‘16).

• The driving current is curl-free (J. Meyer-ter-Vehn, EPS Conf. ‘09). 

• The phase velocity of a plasma wave driven by laser is slower than the speed of light in vacuu
m (P. Sprangle, PRE’04). 

• “The radiation at the plasma frequency is near cut-off, and is strongly absorbed.” (Yoshii, Katsou
leas, PRL’97).

• Radiation from each electrons destructively interferes (MS Hur, unpublished).

• It is possible to find an inertial reference frame where the plasma wave looks stationary (TY Kan
g, unpublished).

• And so many others.

∇×
!
E = 0 →

!
B = 0

∇×
!
J = 0 →

* Radiation is driven by rotatio
nal current only.

No radiation
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Radiation from Inhomogeneous Plasma Waves

 

We consider a short filament in the tenuous gas, where the laser pulse is focused just one 

time and the filament length is limited and on the order of laser Rayleigh length. In Ref. [2], 

THz radiation from a long filament is analysed and simulated. They introduce the periodic 

plasma density along the filament to simulate radial-direction THz radiation. We also consider 

a high laser intensity of above 1015 W/cm² and tunnelling ionisation is dominant for plasma 

formation. During the short rising time of the pulse, atoms are ionised, and then the main 

pulse interacts with ionised plasma. In our case, the laser filament is mainly determinated by 

the initial focusing and plasma defocusing. Kerr effect can be negligible and pulse breakup 

does not occur. 

From the 2D PIC simulation [6], a short filament after the laser pulse is shown in Fig. 1(a). 

The laser pulse (s-polarized) propagates from left to right along y=0 and its geometric focus is 

at x=100Ȝ0, Ȝ0=800 nm. The pulse has the shape sin²(ʌt/T) with T=20Ĳ0 and the waist width 

W=2.5Ȝ0. The peak intensity is about I=5.35×1015 W/cm². We choose He gas with density 

0.0025nc within x ę [5Ȝ0,195Ȝ0], nc is critical plasma density for the laser. Around the laser 

focus, all He atoms is ionised and loss only one electron. So, the peak plasma density in 

filament is n0=0.0025nc, which corresponds to a plasma wavelength Ȝp=20Ȝ0. With the 

increase of the laser intensity around the focus, the plasma density reaches maximum on the 

center of the filament. The filament length with the density above 0.5n0 is about 120n0. The 

density linearly increases from 0.16n0 to n0 within x ę[5Ȝ0,70Ȝ0]. The slowly varying plasma 

density ensures that the electromagnetic emissions come from the filament body, instead of 

from plasma surfaces [2]. The filament diameter at x=100Ȝ0 is about 4Ȝ0. 

Fig. 1. (a) Plasma density of the filament after the laser pulse; (b) longitudinal 

electron current Jx and (c) transverse current Jy at t=140Ĳ0. 

(a)

(b) (c)

36th EPS 2009; Hui-Chun. Wu et al. : Terahertz Radiation from a Laser Plasma Filament 2 of 4

 

The laser pulse pushes the electrons by the ponderomotive force and induces both 

longitudinal current Jx [Fig. 1(b)] and transverse current Jy [Fig. 1(c)]. The currents oscillates 

with the plasma frequency. These currents may generate p-polarized electromagnetic wave 

radiations. The magnetic component Bz is plotted in Fig. 2(a). A single-cycle THz pulse is 

emitted from the plasma filament and co-propagates with the laser pulse. In the 3D space, the 

THz radiation should be radially polarized in the far field and null along the laser axis. This 

agrees with the experiments [3,4]. The pulse shape and the corresponding spectrum are 

illustrated in Fig. 2(b) and 2(c). The THz frequency is broad and around plasma frequency. 

 In the following, we will clarify the reason why there is the THz radiation from the 

filament. For a general electromagnetic system, in the Coulomb gauge, the electromagnetic 

radiation equation is 

        (1) 

where 2

1
r wJ J

c t
ϕ

∂
= − ∇

∂
 is radiating current  i.e. rotational part of total current J , and 

2

1
r wJ J

c t
ϕ

∂
= − ∇

∂
 is the electrostatic potential of the wakefield. The electric field is 

E=Er+Ew, here the radiating field Er=-(�/�t)Ar and the wakefield r wE ϕ= −∇ . The existent 

Fig. 2. (a) Radiating magnetic field Bz at t=60Ĳ0, 120Ĳ0 and 240Ĳ0; the temporal 

shape (b) and the spectrum (c) of Bz pulses traced at [x,y]=[200Ȝ0,-60Ȝ0]. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

36th EPS 2009; Hui-Chun. Wu et al. : Terahertz Radiation from a Laser Plasma Filament 3 of 4

H.C. Wu & J. Meyer-ter-Vehn, 36th EPS Conf.

Filamented Plasma by a single laser pulse

• Make the plasma Inhomogeneous 

• The Radiation is emitted near the filament end, where a certain level of 
non-destructive wave and also non-zero curl E survive.
• However, the wave is not quite at the plasma frequency. 
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Emission of Electromagnetic Pulses from Laser Wakefields through Linear Mode Conversion

Zheng-Ming Sheng,1,2 Kunioki Mima,2 Jie Zhang,1 and Heiji Sanuki3
1Laboratory of Optical Physics, Institute of Physics, CAS, Beijing 100080, China
2Institute of Laser Engineering, Osaka University, Suita, Osaka 565-0871, Japan

3National Institute for Fusion Science, Toki, Gifu 509-5292, Japan
(Received 26 August 2004; published 9 March 2005)

Powerful coherent emission around the plasma oscillation frequency can be produced from a laser
wakefield through linear mode conversion. This occurs when the laser pulse is incident obliquely to the
density gradient of inhomogeneous plasmas. The emission spectrum and conversion efficiency are
obtained analytically, which are in agreement with particle-in-cell simulations. The emission can be
tuned to be a radiation source in the terahertz region and with field strengths as large as a few GV=m,
suitable for high-field applications. The emission also provides a simple way to measure the wakefield
produced for particle acceleration.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.94.095003 PACS numbers: 52.25.Os, 52.35.Mw, 52.59.Ye

A laser wakefield is an electron plasma wave driven by
the ponderomotive force of a laser pulse [1]. It has been
studied intensively for the purpose of particle acceleration
[2,3]. Alternatively, it can be used for photon acceleration
or frequency up-conversion of a laser pulse [4], laser pulse
compression [5], and more recently light intensification
[6]. Since the typical plasma oscillation frequency for these
applications is in the terahertz (THz) range, the wakefield
can potentially serve as a powerful THz emitter [7].
Currently, it is still challenging to obtain intense THz
emission for various applications [8]. On the other hand,
even though the laser wakefield can be driven at high
amplitudes, usually a plasma wave cannot convert into an
electromagnetic wave directly because of their different
dispersion relations. Recently, it has been found from
numerical simulations that intense radiation around the
plasma frequency can be produced from the wakefield in
inhomogeneous plasma [9], whereas the mechanism in-
volved remains unsolved.

In this Letter, we propose that a laser wakefield can emit
intense low-frequency radiation around the plasma fre-
quency through linear mode conversion. It is well known
that an electromagnetic wave can convert into an electro-
static wave through linear mode conversion, which leads
to the resonance absorption of light in inhomogeneous
plasmas [10]. Means et al. studied the inverse problem
and found that there is a reversal symmetry in the
electromagnetic-electrostatic mode conversion [11], which
was confirmed later by Hinkel-Lipsker et al. [12].
Similarly, we find that linear mode conversion from the
laser wakefield to electromagnetic pulses can occur in
certain conditions as explained below. It can explain our
earlier simulation results [9] as well as even earlier experi-
mental observations [7]. Since the wakefield can be excited
at amplitudes as high as 100 GV=m even at the plasma
density 1018 cm!3 (at which the plasma frequency
!p=2! " 9 THz) [3], the field strength of the mode-
converted emission can reach a few GV=m, which is still
difficult to achieve by other known methods [8].

Let us consider the laser wakefield excitation when a
plane laser pulse propagates at an angle of " to the density
gradient of an inhomogeneous plasma slab, as shown in
Fig. 1. The plasma slab is underdense with a trapezoid
density profile along the x direction. To describe the prob-
lem, a simple way is to transform all variables into a
moving frame V " c sin"ey, where ey is a unit vector
along the y direction. In this frame, one can derive a set
of equations for the electron momentum, electron density,
and scalar and vector potentials for the wakefield and its
emission, which are the same as those given by Lichters
et al. [13] for laser-solid interactions. Here we give only the
equation for the vector potential associated with the wake-
field emission as follows:

!
@2

@x2
! @2

@t2
! n
# cos"

"

a " ey
#

!#x$ ! n
# cos"

$

tan"; (1)

where a is normalized by mc2=e, the electron density n by
n0= cos", x and t by c=!p0 and !!1

p0 , respectively, !p0 "
#4!n0e2=m$1=2, $p0 " 2!c=!p0, # is the relativistic fac-
tor, and the unperturbed electron density n0e#x$ " n0!#x$,
which is in arbitrary profiles. Equation (1) suggests there
exists emission from the wakefield around the plasma

Y

X

n0

Laser pulse

Wake emission

θ

θ

L L+H    2L+H0

FIG. 1 (color online). Schematic of electromagnetic emission
from a wakefield generated by a laser pulse incident obliquely to
the plasma density gradient.
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~Em! ~!;dL=!p0" is the wakefield amplitude normalized by
!a20=2"m!p0c=e. The integral depends upon L, ", and the
pulse profile. Note that #E / a20. For simulation parameters
given in Fig. 4(a) and around the optimized angles of
incidence about 10# –15#, one finds #E $ 0:0005. This
agrees with the numerical simulations given in Fig. 4(a)
for the incident angle of 15#.

The present model can explain the wakefield emission
observed in our earlier 2D simulations when a laser pulse is
incident normally on a nonuniform plasma slab [9]. In this
case, because of the finite beam diameter, the excited
plasma wave has a transverse wave vector, equivalent to
the oblique incidence of many plane laser pulses. For a
laser pulse profile a2L % a20f1!x & ct"f2!y", one can ob-
tain an angular factor for the emission SW!"; ~!" %
kp0 ~!~f2!kp0 ~! tan""=cos2". Here ~f2!ky" is the Fourier
transform of f2!y". More detailed discussions will be given
elsewhere.

Finally, the present theory may partially explain the
earlier experimental observations of THz emission by

Hamster et al. [7]. For example, mode conversion can
explain their solid target data, where emission was ob-
served in the direction of specular reflection with p polar-
ization. The so-called nonresonant excitation with solid
targets can be attributed to the steep density profiles. On
the other hand, Hamster et al. [7(b)] reported that, for the
chamber gas target, the THz emission was peaked in the
forward direction and no radiation was detected in the back
direction. This emission is likely not from mode conver-
sion, but from the transient current produced through pon-
deromotive plasma wave generation as also found in our
earlier simulations [9].

In conclusion, a laser wakefield can emit electromag-
netic pulses though linear mode conversion. Such electro-
magnetic pulses can be potentially a powerful THz source
capable of affording field strengths of a few GV=m, suit-
able for THz nonlinear physics. It also provides a new
diagnosis of laser wakefield amplitudes and even wave
breaking in the context of wakefield accelerators.
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FIG. 4 (color online). (a) Time dependence of the emission at
different incident angles for the laser pulse with a0 % 0:5 and
dL% 20!0 and the plasma with L% 60!0 and n0=nc% 0:01. The
field is normalized by m!0c=e. (b) Comparison of emission
spectra between the model calculation and PIC simulations. The
simulation results have been multiplied by the same factor.
(c) Emission spectra from PIC simulations for different laser in-
tensities. The spectra have been divided by a40, and the spectrum
for a0 % 3:0 has been multiplied by an additional factor of 0.5.
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Linear Mode Conversion

• Inverse process of the resonance absorption

• Non-zero transverse component of the plasma oscillation is responsible f
or 

the Radiation emission.
• Curl E can be non-zero in inhomogeneous plasmas 

Radiation from Inhomogeneous Plasma Waves
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Opening a New Propagation Band

VOLUME 79, NUMBER 21 P HY S I CA L REV I EW LE T T ER S 24 NOVEMBER 1997

Radiation from Cerenkov Wakes in a Magnetized Plasma

J. Yoshii, C. H. Lai, and T. Katsouleas
University of Southern California, Department of Electrical Engineering, Electrophysics, Los Angeles, California 90089-0484

C. Joshi and W. B. Mori
University of California, Los Angeles, Department of Electrical Engineering, Los Angeles, California 90024

(Received 26 February 1997)
The Cerenkov wake excited by a particle beam or a short laser pulse in a perpendicularly magnetized

plasma is analyzed. The wake couples to electromagnetic radiation of approximate frequency vp at the
plasma/vacuum boundary. The radiation amplitude is vcyvp times the amplitude of the wake excited
in the plasma (for a sharp boundary). Particle-in-cell simulations verify the scaling laws. Since plasma
wakes as high as a few GeVym are produced in current experiments, the potential for a high-power
(i.e., GW) coherent microwave to THz radiation source exists. [S0031-9007(97)04526-2]

PACS numbers: 52.40.Mj, 41.60.Bq, 52.40.Nk, 52.75.Va

Recently there have been a number of experiments on
the use of intense pulses of electron or laser beams to
excite large-amplitude (up to 100 GeVym) plasma wakes
[1–5]. These wakes can be used to accelerate particles
at ultrahigh rates or to generate THz radiation [6]. In
this Letter, we consider the use of a dc magnetic field to
couple the electrostatic wakes to electromagnetic radiation
that can propagate out of plasma. This radiation may
be valuable as a diagnostic for the plasma accelerator
experiments or as a source of high-power tunable coherent
radiation in the submillimeter wave range.
It is well known that an electrostatic plasma oscillation

near the plasma frequency vp can radiate an electromag-
netic wave at the same frequency by inverse mode con-
version [7]. As this radiation is near cutoff, it is strongly
absorbed by the plasma unless the plasma itself is on the
order of a skin depth scyvpd wide. In this case the plasma
wave acts as a dipole antenna, oscillating in the direction
of k of the wave, and the electromagnetic (EM) radiation
escapes the plasma in a plane primarily perpendicular to
this direction.
We consider instead the radiation produced by a plasma

wake in a perpendicular dc magnetic field. As in the
unmagnetized case, the radiation is near the plasma fre-
quency and, thus, is tunable by varying the plasma den-
sity. However, the addition of an applied magnetic field
significantly alters the scenario. First, unlike the unmagne-
tized wake which is electrostatic [8], the magnetized wake
field has both electromagnetic sk 3 E fi 0d and electro-
static sk ? E fi 0d components. Second, unlike the cold
unmagnetized plasma wake, the magnetized wake has a
nonzero group velocity. This enables the wake to propa-
gate through the body of the plasma to the edge and to
couple radiation into the vacuum. Thus, much larger out-
put power is obtainable since wake energy from a larger
volume can be coupled to radiation outside the plasma.
Third, the radiation is primarily in a small solid angle in
the forward direction rather than radially directed in 2p .
In this Letter, wakes excited by either short pulse laser or

particle beams are considered and modeled with particle-
in-cell (PIC) simulations. For wake field drivers currently
in use for plasma accelerator applications, the results sug-
gest that application of an appropriate magnetic field could
result in production of GHz to THz radiation at power ap-
proaching GW levels.
The geometry of the radiation scheme considered here

is shown in Fig. 1. A short pulse (or train of pulses) of
particle or laser beam propagates at nearly the speed of
light in the 1x direction. A dc magnetic field exists in
the 1z direction; for simplicity we take this to be uniform
in space and constant in time.
To understand the expected radiation, consider the

diagrams in Fig. 2 illustrating the Cerenkov angle and
the infinite cold magnetized plasma dispersion relation.
As is well known [9], Cerenkov resonance occurs at the
angle Vb cos u ≠ vyk as shown in Fig. 2(a). Here, Vb
is the velocity of the disturbance that creates the wake
in the medium (equal to the beam velocity for a particle
beam or to the group velocity for a laser pulse). The
intersection of this condition and the plasma dispersion
curves shows the radiation that can be effectively excited
at any given angle. This is shown, for u ≠ 0 and u . 0,
in Fig. 2(b) for Vb ¯ c. At u ≠ 0, the straight line
intersects the lower branch of the extraordinary (XO)
mode [10] at v ¯ vp . At this point the group velocity
Vg ≠ dvydk ≠ sv2

cyv2
hdc, where vc ≠ eB0ymec is the

electron frequency and vh ≠ sv2
p 1 v2

c d1y2 is the hybrid

FIG. 1. Geometry for Cerenkov radiation generation.

4194 0031-9007y97y79(21)y4194(4)$10.00 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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For a short laser pulse of normalized amplitude Voscyc ≠
eE0ymv0c and pulse length pcyvp , it is

Ex ≠ smcvpyed
1
2

µ
Vosc

c

∂2

. (4)

For a train of pulses [14] or beating lasers, the amplitude
may be found by integrating Eq. (4) up to a saturation
value determined by relativistic detuning [15], modula-
tional instabilities [16], or wave breaking [17].
The qualitative and quantitative features just described

are next tested with fully self-consistent, relativistic 1D
PIC simulations. The code used is WAVE. The wake
fields excited in a 1D simulation are shown in Fig. 4. In
this case, the driving beam was a short electron beam of
peak density nb ≠ 0.1n0 and full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of 0.2cyvp moving in the 1x direction with
Lorentz factor g ≠ 105. In each case of Fig. 4, a plasma/
vacuum boundary is centered at x ≠ 30cyvp . In case
(a) there is an abrupt boundary; while in (b) and (c),
the density ramps down linearly from n ≠ n0 to zero
over 10cyvp and 20cyvp , respectively. At the time
of Fig. 4, the beam has already exited the right hand
boundary of the simulation. A constant magnetic field
with strength corresponding to vcyvp ≠ 0.1 is in the
1z direction. The longitudinal wakes Ex are shown for
each case on the left side of Fig. 4 and the transverse
components Ey are shown on the right. We comment
that Ex is nearly identical to the Ex observed in the
unmagnetized simulations. Without the magnetic field,
Ey ≠ 0 in 1D. With the magnetic field, the amplitude
of Ey in the plasma is approximately vcyvp times Ex as
expected from the dispersion relation. The electrostatic
wave component Ex vanishes as expected in the vacuum
region and develops a short wavelength structure in
the ramped region. This short wavelength structure is

FIG. 4. 1D PIC simulations of Cerenkov wake fields. The
longitudinal (transverse) electric field component is shown on
the left (right). In case (a), a sharp plasma/vacuum boundary is
at x ≠ 30cyvp; in case (b), the plasma density ramps linearly
to zero from x ≠ s25 35dcyvp ; in case (c), the ramp is from
s20 40dcyvp .

simply the result of the local plasma electrons oscillating
with the local plasma frequency in each region. These
oscillations become out of phase causing the phase
variation seen in the ramped region. Over time the
wavelengths become shorter and shorter (not shown) and
ultimately Landau damp as their phase velocities decrease
toward the plasma’s thermal velocity. The behavior of
the electromagnetic component is quite different. We
have observed in simulations that an electromagnetic
wave propagates in the vacuum region with an amplitude
roughly equal to that of the Ey component in the plasma
in the case of a sharp boundary [see Fig. 4(a)]. For
the continuous boundary cases [Figs. 4(b) and 4(c)], we
observe that the transmitted radiation through the plasma/
vacuum boundary is smaller than in the sharp boundary
case as expected from Eq. (1). For case 4(b), EtransyEy
is 0.6, while for case 4(c), it is 0.4; Eq. (1) predicts
EtransyEy ≠ 0.6 and 0.37, respectively.
The simulation snapshots in Fig. 4 are at t ≠ 100v21

p .
We have observed that even though only a few sNd wake
cycles are excited in the simulation box, the electromag-
netic radiation is generated for a much longer time. This
is due to the lower group velocity of the wake, which
causes it to be left behind the driver, “ringing” for a time
given by N 3 2pcyvpVg or a plasma oscillation damp-
ing time, whichever is smaller. Substituting for Vg and
assuming weak damping, we can obtain the duration of
the radiation t ¯ 2pNv2

hyvpv2
c ¯ Lpv2

hycv2
c , where

Lp is the length of the plasma. It is interesting to note that
only a small fraction sv2

cyv2
pd of the wake field energy is

associated with the electromagnetic component (for small
vcyvp); most of it is in the longitudinal plasma motion
(field and kinetic energy). The wake energy as a whole
conserves power flux at the boundary, as it can be easily
verified that ygfsE2

x 1 E2
y 1 B2

zdy16p 1 1y2n0msy2
x 1

y2
ydg in the plasma is equal to csE2

yy8pd in vacuum.
We have also used the PIC simulations to verify the

scaling law [Eq. (2)] over a range of vcyvp from zero to
about 0.8 for the sharp boundary cases. Figure 5 shows
the amplitude of Ey normalized to Ex0 (the unmagnetized
longitudinal wake amplitude) in plasma vs vcyvp . It
is interesting that at large vcyvp the wakes look very
different from those in Fig. 4. Because of the larger
group velocity at high vcyvp , the wake tends to follow
the driver rather than being left behind. As vcyvp gets
larger, the wake becomes more and more like the bow
shock wake around a bullet in air.
Up to now, we have considered only one-dimensional

effects, which we expect to be valid for driving beams
that are wide compared to a plasma wavelength s2pcyvpd
[18]. Indeed, in 2D PIC simulations that we have per-
formed of wakes a couple of wavelengths wide, the radi-
ation amplitude is almost identical to that in the 1D runs.
However, several new effects occur for beams of modest
width. First, the wake has both longitudinal and trans-
verse electrostatic components; these are known in plasma

4196

Yoshii et al., PRL 1997

Radiation from a Magnetized Plasma (Cherenkov Wake)

• Inverse process of the resonance absorption

k

w

Langmuir wave

Stop band
k

w

Langmuir wave

Stop band

wp

Stop band
wp

wh

Non-zero transverse component of
the plasma oscillation is 
responsible for the 
Radiation emission.
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Radiation by Decay Instability 

Coalescence of Two Plasmons for 2nd Harmonic Generation

w0 ~ 2wp

F. Chen, Intro. Plasma Phys. Controll. Fusion 

w0 ~ 2wp

Inverse of two-plasmon decay leads to 
generation of the 2nd harmonic (2wp) 
radiation.

Melrose, 
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PDO + Inhomogeneity leads to Radiation Emission 

Plasma Dipole Oscillation (PDO) 

-
-
-

-
-
-

+
+
+

+
+
+

Plasma  

∇×
!
E ≠ 0

Obviously,                         at around th
e 
dipole boundary.  The  dipole field can 
radiate.

∇×
!
E ≠ 0

In a homogeneous plasma, the radiation 
is cut-off by the ambient plasma.
* This assumption will be broken later in this presentat
ion  

PDO located close to the plasma-vacuum 
interface, the radiation can be extracted. 
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PDO Model has been just Pedagogical 

Lecture note from OCW, MIT 
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Lecture note from Physics, University of Sydney 

PDO Model has been just Pedagogical 
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W. Baumjohann and R.A. Treumann, Basic Space Plasma Physics, 
Imp. College Press, London, ‘96

M.A. Lieberman and A.J. Lichtenberg, Principles of Plasma Discharges and
Material Processing, A Wiley-Interscience Pub.

M. Gedalin, Lecture Notes in Physics, Introduction to Plasma Physics, 
Ben-Gurion Univ., Israel.

The PDO is NEVER trivial ! 
• No good method of generating PDO has been known so far.

• Stability and radiation characteristics have not been known either. 

PDO Model has been just Pedagogical 

The PDO is popularly used for education. However,
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Generation of PDO

At the collision point of two detuned laser pulses,  
a strong plasma dipole oscillation (PDO) is generated.

Mechanisms of PDO-generation

1. DC component of the nonlinear current (weak driver regime) 
Cho et al., New J. Phys. 17, 043045 (2015).

2. Trapped particles on the moving potential train (strong driver regime) 
Kwon et al., arXiv:1612.00229 (2016).
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PDO by Trapped Particles

ΦPM ~ Ilasere
2ikz−iΔωt

Δω =ω1 −ω2 <<ω1,2

2k ≡ k1 + k2
~ lL/2

vφ =
Δω
2k

=
ω1 −ω2

k1 + k2
<< c

Moving Potential Train

Electrons riding on the potential trai
n 
are displaced in a block to the right

Velocity of the displacement is 
determined by the laser detuning Dw
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Demonstration of Dipole Build-up

One-dimensional PIC simulation of building-up the Dipole

z [µm]

Ez
[a

rb
.u

ni
t]

Red: Laser field
Blue: Plasma field
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Radiation from PDO 
Two-dimensional PIC simulation
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Radiation from PDO 
Two-dimensional PIC simulation – stronger field with high
er 
frequency  
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Radiation from PDO 
Frequency vs. density 
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Radiation from PDO 
Scaling of Radiation Field and Energy 
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Future Work 

Colliding-beams to build-up dipole field
To explain the Narrowband Spike

A New mechanism of the radio-burst from space
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Thank You!


